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EAT SHOOTS & LEAVES

Go Nuts with Pumpkin Seeds
What to do with the innards of hard squashes: Make butters, infuse butter, or

even “risotto”

by Aki Kamozawa and H. Alexander Talbot · NOVEMBER 30, 2011

or seasonal cooks, the change from the fall harvest to winter is tinged with

sadness. But take comfort—even though the jack o’lanterns are long gone,

pumpkins and their hard squash siblings won’t leave you. Gorgeous and

full of flavor, our favorite method is whole-roasting them in a 350°F oven, rubbed

with just the tiniest bit of oil, until they soften and caramelize, about an hour

depending on the size. Once cooked, it’s easy to peel off the skin, cut through the

flesh, and scoop out the seeds and pulp.

But squash seeds, too, are one of our favorite ingredients. Most people know how

to make roasted seeds or pumpkin seed brittle. Here are a few more unusual

options for making the most of their rich, nutty flavor.

Make squash seed sauce… or pumpkin coffee. Take the seeds and pulp

from a pumpkin and put them in a medium saucepot with some sweet pie spices

and enough water to cover. Simmer for 30 minutes, then cover and steep for an

additional 30 minutes. Strain out the solids, leaving a dark orange liquid. This

pumpkin seed stock can be reduced, seasoned with salt, and emulsified with cold

butter to make a clean, pure-tasting sauce for fish or pasta. It can also be used as

a steaming or poaching liquid for shellfish and vegetables. Finally, we’ve been

known to bring it to a simmer and pour it over ground coffee in a French press to

make a non-traditional but absolutely delicious version of pumpkin coffee.
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Aki Kamozawa

Aki Kamozawa is a partner in Ideas in Food: a blog, a book (Ideas in Food,
Great Recipes and Why They Work), and a culinary consulting business
based in PA. She believes that there's always something new to learn and
passion is the key to creativity. Curiosity and cooking go hand in hand. It's all

Infuse butter with pumpkin: Melt a generous quantity of butter over medium

heat and cook the seeds and pulp in it until toasted and golden brown. Leave the

mixture to steep, even overnight, and then strain off the butter—it will have

wonderful flavor for drizzling on anything that wants a gloss of sweet richness.

After straining, separate out the seeds and discard the pulp.

Toast the seeds for a snack: Coat the seeds lightly in oil or butter (or the

infused butter, above). Dry out the seeds in a low oven (250° - 275°F) until they

are toasted and crunchy. Season them with salt and eat, or crack them open and

extract the inner seeds to make our next suggestions.

Grind seeds with spices to make complex seasoning blends: Gomasio is

a classic Japanese condiment of ground sesame and salt. We like to toast our

hulled pumpkin seeds and grind them with sea salt and pie spices to make a twist

on the original. We also like to amp up the flavor by combining pumpkin seeds

and pistachios with whole coriander, whole cumin, black peppercorns, cinnamon

and salt. You can scale the ratio to your taste; we like to use equal amounts of

pistachios and pumpkin seeds, weigh them and then use half that weight in

spices, and add salt to taste. We toast the seeds and spices, let them cool (or even

get them cold in the freezer) and then pulse them to a coarse grind in a spice

grinder. These seasoning blends add complexity and richness to both sweet and

savory dishes.

Make pumpkin seed butter: If you have a juicer or a food processor you can

make pumpkin seed butter. Toast the seeds first until light golden brown for

flavor, and then puree them. Pumpkin seeds tend to make a dry butter so if you’re

looking for something smooth and creamy, add a drizzle of high quality pumpkin

seed oil, pumpkin butter (see above) or a neutral oil to the mix, anywhere from

¼-½ cup to 2 cups of pumpkin seeds. Use a bit of salt and maybe a spoonful of

agave nectar or simple syrup for flavor. If you use a food processor it will take

anywhere from 5-10 minutes to form a smooth pumpkin seed butter, so be

patient and remember to scrape down the sides every so often to make sure you

have a homogenous finished product. This will make about a cup and a half of

pumpkin seed butter and it will happily go anywhere you like to use peanut butter

in your kitchen.         

Make squash seed “risotto”: Haul out your pressure cooker for something

totally unexpected. Toast and crack your seeds to get the inner seed, and pressure

cook those with some stock (the pumpkin seed stock, above, is great), a pinch of

salt, and butter at high pressure for 30 minutes. This tenderizes the seeds into a

risotto-like texture and makes a stunning side dish. Gild the lily by topping with

diced, cooked pumpkin and roasted mushrooms, a few fresh herbs and thinly

sliced green onions.
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about creating the next great meal. Aki can be found at
http://www.ideasinfood.com.
H. Alexander Talbot

H. Alexander Talbot is a partner in Ideas in Food. He is passionate about
culinary creativity and pushing boundaries in the kitchen through education
and innovation. The more you know, the more questions arise. The more
questions you ask, the better the food.  Alex can be found at
http://www.ideasinfood.com.
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